CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

This study was concerned about the language use occurred between male and female host in Hitam Putih talk show on Trans7. This research aimed to reveal how male and female host produce language use while they interacted, asked or even commented and to elucidate the reason of the language use distinction uttered by male and female host in the way they were. By accomplishing the analysis, there were some findings could be drawn as the following;

1. Both of male and female host in Hitam Putih talk show elucidated the distinction kind of language use while they asked, commented, shared, discussed or even interacted not only for the audience, but also guest and somebody else with some characteristics namely, specialized vocabulary, expletive, empty adjective, tag question, polite form and joke. The most dominant kinds of language use uttered by male host was expletive. On the other hand women tended to use specialize vocabulary. Somehow male host wondered to know more about feminine area such as wealth, beauty, etc.

2. The representation of language use produced by male and female host divide into three parts namely; deficit, dominance and different. Male and female host tended to represent the language use in the different term. It was caused that male and female host have to share, inform, discuss and
give such a motivation and solution. However, they attempted to convey an impression and useful show to the audience.

3. The distinctions of language use were caused by some factors different psychology and different social status. Somehow those factors showed that the man more direct, rude, and use the expletive word to explain what in his mind. Otherwise woman usually thought the effect her words would cause something, so she often emerged to be more polite.

5.2 Suggestions

This study has analyzed the language use by male and female host in *Hitam Putih* talk show. Based on the conclusions stated above, this study has some suggestions in the following items:

1. It was suggested that language use in sociolinguistics term could be applied for children or even teenager. It could be focus to the gender. So other researcher could observe the significantly distinguish by their language use.

2. This finding just concerned on male and female host in *Hitam Putih* broadcasted on one of national television in Indonesia, Trans7. Further studies of language use can be applied on another talk show broadcasted on other country. It will reveal more significant differences occurred between male and female host in others talk show from another country.

3. Based on the study, researcher suggested that male and female host should discuss more about the topic that was being discussed and not to interfere the area topic between male and female host.